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Abstract 
A generalized automaton (GA) is a finite automaton where the single transitions are defined 
on words rather than on single letters. Generalized automata were considered by Hashiguchi 
( 1991), who proved that the problem of calculating the size of a minimal GA is decidable. 
We define the model of deterministic generalized automaton (DGA) and study the problem of 
its minimization. A DGA has the restriction that, for each state, the sets of words corresponding 
to the transitions of that state are prefix sets. We solve the problem of calculating the number of 
states of a minimal DGA for a given language, by giving a procedure that effectively constructs 
a minimal DGA starting from the minimal equivalent (conventional) deterministic automaton. 
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1. Introduction 
Generalized automata (GA) were introduced by Eilenberg as a model of represen- 
tation for regular languages that extends the notion of finite automata by allowing the 
single transitions to be defined on words rather than on single letters. Intuitively, a gen- 
eralized automaton can be obtained from a conventional one by shrinking long paths 
of the graph in a unique edge with a “long” label. Therefore, generalized automata are 
usually more concise than conventional ones representing the same event. 
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In the past decades, several efforts have been devoted to compute the complexity 
of representation of a given language inside different models of representation (deter- 
ministic, non-deterministic, unambiguous, two-way, alternating, probabilistic, pebbles 
automata, regular expressions, logical formalisms and so on). The complexity of a lan- 
guage in a given model is generally understood as the size of the minimal representation 
of the language in that model. For example, a classical measure of the complexity of a 
finite automaton is its number of states and the complexity of a language in this model 
is the number of states of a minimal (with respect to the number of states) automaton 
recognizing it. 
In this context, Hashiguchi in 1991 investigated the problem of computing the size 
of the minimal representation of a given regular language in the model of generalized 
automata (see [8]). In particular, he proved that the problem of calculating the number 
of states of a minimal GA is actually decidable. 
A strictly related problem consists of effectively computing a minimal representa- 
tion of a given language in a model. In the case of conventional deterministic finite 
automata, it can be proved that the minimal automaton is unique and an algorithm to 
calculate it starting from any equivalent deterministic automaton can be obtained using 
the Myhill-Nerode’s theorem (see, for example, [9]). For non-deterministic automata 
there are only partial results stating that there is no unique minimal automaton but 
there are no constructive procedures for computing it, excepting the one that lists all 
possible automata. In [l l] the computational complexity of different problems concern- 
ing minimization is studied in a general setting for non-deterministic automata and it 
is proved that all these problems are computationally hard. 
In this paper we introduce the model of deterministic generalized automata (DGA) 
and deal with the minimization problem for this model. In order to preserve all proper- 
ties implied by the notion of determinism in the case of conventional automata, DGA 
have the restriction that the sets of words corresponding to the transitions of each state 
are prefix sets. We solve the problem of computing the number of states of a minimal 
DGA by giving a procedure to construct a minimal DGA for a given language starting 
from the minimal (conventional) deterministic one. We introduce two operations that 
allow one to reduce the number of states of a DGA: the first, called Y-reduction, con- 
tracts states that are “indistinguishable” and the second, called Y-reduction, suppresses 
states that are “superfluous”. Then we give the conditions under which such operations 
can be performed. We show that there can be deterministic GA that are irreducible 
(with respect to the above operations) but not minimal and give necessary and sufficient 
conditions to reduce a deterministic GA to get a minimal one. Moreover, we show that, 
unlike the case of conventional deterministic automata, the minimal deterministic GA 
is not unique. 
The size of the minimal representation of a language in a given model (which 
measures the complexity of the language) plays a primary role also in comparing dif- 
ferent models according to their intrinsic succinctness. Much work has been devoted 
to studying succinctness of representation when transducers are considered (see, for 
example [15, 131). In the case of finite automata, very recently, Globerman and Hare1 
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studied exponential discrepancies in the succinctness of finite automata when aug- 
mented by combinations of various additional mechanisms like alternation (i.e. both 
universal and existential branching), concurrency, “two-wayness” and pebbles (see [7]). 
We conclude the paper by discussing problems of discrepancy in succinctness between 
non-deterministic and deterministic versions of generalized automata and give some 
open problems. 
Part of the results of this paper have already appeared in [5]. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we first give some terminology on languages and automata. Then we 
recall some definitions, properties and problems related to the minimization of finite 
automata. The notations we use are mainly borrowed from [14]. 
2.1. Basic notations 
We denote by C a finite alphabet and by C* the free monoid generated by Z. The 
elements of C are called letters, those of C* are called words. A language over C is 
a subset of C* (i.e. a set of words). 
Given two words v and w, we say that v is a prejix of w if there exists a word 
u such that w = vu. Given a set of words X, we say that X is a prejix set if no 
word in X is prefix of some other word in X. Given two sets of words X and Y, the 
concatenation of X and Y, indicated as X . Y, contains all words xy with x E X and 
y E Y. The length of a word w is denoted by Iw]. 
A jinite (non-deterministic) automaton is a quintuple & = (C, Q,I, F,E) where Q 
is a finite set of states, I, F C Q are the sets of initial and of final states, respectively, 
and E C_ Q x C x Q is a set of labeled edges. We denote an edge of d by e = (r, a, s), 
where r,s E Q and a E C is the label of e. A path of length n in LZ? is a sequence 
of edges ei = (ri,ai,ri+i) E E, for i = 1,. . . ,n, that we denote by [rl,al . .a,,r,,+l]. 
The word w = a 1 . ..a. is the label of the path ei,...,e,. If t-1 E I and r,+i E F then 
er , . . . , e, is called accepting path and word w is said accepted by (or recognized by) 
&. 
The set of all words accepted by an automaton JZZ is called the language accepted 
(or recognized) by d and it will be referred to as Z(&). A language L is recognizable 
if L is the language accepted by some finite automaton. 
Two finite automata are equivalent if they accept the same language. An automaton 
~2 = (C, Q, I, F, E) is deterministic if 111 = 1, and for any state q E Q and any letter 
a E C, there exists at most one state p E Q such that edge (q, a, p) E E. Deterministic 
and non-deterministic automata recognize the same family of languages: that is, given 
any non-deterministic automaton it can be constructed an equivalent deterministic au- 
tomaton (see, for example, [9]). 
For the sequel we will assume to deal with trim automata (see [4, p. 231 for the 
formal definition) that is automata whose states are all accessible and co-accessible 
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(i.e. all the states are in some path from an initial to a final state). This is without loss 
of generality, since automata are considered because of the languages they recognize 
and, given any automaton, we can delete all not accesssible states without changing 
the recognized language. Notice that this has the consequence that the automata could 
be not complete (that is, that the labels of the edges leaving a given state could not 
cover all the letters of the alphabet C) and therefore that not all possible words of C’ 
are labels of paths starting from an initial state. When a word w E C* is not a label 
of any path starting from an initial state, we will assume that w is not accepted by the 
automaton. 
We conclude this section by giving some further notations on graphs that will be 
useful in the sequel. Given an edge e = (p, a,q), we call p and q as the beginning 
and the end of e, respectively. An edge e is said incident to a state q if it begins or 
ends in q. An edge e = (p,a,q) is a self-loop if p = q. A path er,e2,. . . ,e,, where 
ei = (ri,ai,ri+l), is a cycle if ri = r,+i. Notice that, a self-loop is a cycle of length 
one. A graph is acyclic if it does not contain any cycles. 
Let G = (Q,E) be a directed graph where Q is the set of vertices and E is the set 
of edges and let S 5 Q: the subgraph of G induced by S is the graph Gs = (S, E’) 
such that E’ 2 E is the set of all edges whose beginnings and ends are in S. We say 
that S induces a maximal acyclic subgraph if Gs is an acyclic subgraph of G that is 
not a subgraph of any other acyclic subgraph of G. 
2.2. Minimal automata 
We now consider the problem of minimizing a given automaton, that is the problem 
of finding a “minimum size” automaton equivalent to a given one. The size of an 
automaton is usually measured by counting the number of its states (notice that the 
number of edges is linearly related to the number of states). Then, formally, a minimal 
automaton for a language L is an automaton with the minimum number of states 
among all equivalent automata accepting L. 
Remark that, in general, given language L, there is not a unique minimal non- 
deterministic automaton recognizing L. This is shown by the following example. 
Example 2.1. Let L = (ab)b* be a language over C = { a, b }. Then L is recognized 
by the two different finite automata given below, that are minimal for L: 
There are no known (efficient) algorithms to compute a minimal non-deterministic au- 
tomaton that recognizes a given language. The best we can do is to compute all possible 
non-deterministic automata in an incremental fashion (starting with a one-state automa- 
ton and adding states) until we find one that recognizes the given language. In [I I] 
many problems regarding minimization of non-deterministic automata are investigated, 
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and it is proved that they are all computationally hard. Moreover, in last few years, 
there have been many attemps to define particular “normal forms” for non-deterministic 
automata which solve the problems of unicity and calculability of the minimal automa- 
ton (for more details see, for example, [3, lo]). 
When we restrict the minimization problem to deterministic automata, everything 
becomes easier to handle. A minimal deterministic automaton for a given language 
L is an automaton with minimal number of states among all equivalent deterministic 
automata accepting L. Notice that, in general, a minimal deterministic automaton has 
many more states than the corresponding non-deterministic one. Given a determinis- 
tic automaton & = (C, Q, i,F,E), there is a unique minimal deterministic automaton 
equivalent to a & and it can be obtained as follows (see [9] or [14] for more details). 
We define an equivalence relation in the set of states Q called indistinguishability: 
two states p,q E Q are indistinguishable if for any word w E C*, there exists a path 
[p, w, f] with f E F if and only if there exists a path [q, w,f’] with f’ E F. The 
minimal deterministic automaton equivalent to d can be obtained by contracting the 
classes of indistinguishable states of d. 
3. Generalized automata 
In this section we consider a generalization of the model of automata described 
above: we will allow the labels of the edges to be words of any finite length instead 
of single letters only. For the sequel we will refer to the model of automaton described 
in previous sections as “conventional automaton” while this more general model will 
be referred as “generalized automaton”. 
Generalized automata were introduced by Eilenberg in [4] and they can be formally 
defined as follows. 
Definition 3.1. A generalized (non-deterministic) automaton (GA) is a quintuple ~2 = 
(Z, Q, I, F, E) where Q is a finite set of states, I, F C Q are the sets of initial and final 
states and E C Q x C’ x Q is a jinite set of labeled edges. 
Notice that the finiteness condition for the set of edges E is now necessary to get a 
finite device: without this restriction we could have as many edges as the words in C*. 
The notion of recognizability for generalized automata is the same as for conventional 
automata. More precisely, a word w E C* is recognized by a generalized automaton 
& if there exist words wl, ~2,. . . , w, E C* and edges el,e2,. . . ,e, E E such that wi 
is the label of ei, for i = 1,. . ,n, the sequence ei,ez,. . . ,e, is an accepting path and 
wiwz...w, = w. 
Observe that, in this case, the fact that a word w is accepted by a generalized 
automaton does not imply that all factors of w are labels of some path in the automaton. 
Consider, for example, the generalized automaton below recognizing the language L = 
(ab + a2)*ba2 over C = {a, b}. Notice that the prefix ab2 of the accepted word ab2a2 
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does not correspond to any path in the graph. 
ab, a’ 
In general, by allowing the labels of the edges to be words of any length, a gen- 
eralized automaton gives a representation of a language by means of a graph that is 
possibly much smaller (at least in the number of vertices) than the corresponding rep- 
resentation by conventional automaton. For example, if S is a finite language, then it 
can be described (recognized) by a GA with only two states, despite the length of its 
words. Moreover, the language S can be recognized by a GA with one state only. 
Generalized automata were considered by Hashiguchi in [8]. He studied the problem 
of calculating the number of states of a minimal generalized automaton for a given 
language and proved that this problem is decidable. 
If SS? is a GA, denote by D(d) the maximal length of the labels of the edges in 
~2. The decidability is a consequence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 (Hashiguchi [8]). Let L be a recognizable language and m the cardi- 
nality of the syntactic monoid for L. There exists a minimal generalized automaton 
SI recognizing L such that D(d) d 2m(m + 2)(4m(m + 2) + 3). 
We observe that the number D(d) in the statement of the theorem is actually a very 
huge number. This is because, the cardinality of the syntactic monoid of a language 
is of the order of n” where n is the number of states of the minimal deterministic 
(conventional) automaton for L (see [14]). 
4. Deterministic generalized automata 
We now define and study the model of generalized automaton in the deterministic 
case. We remark that, in the case of conventional automata, the “local” condition that, 
given any state q, for any letter a there is at most one edge beginning in q with label 
a implies the “global” condition that also for any word w there is at most one path 
beginning in q with label w. In some sense we can say that a “local determinism” also 
implies a “global determinism”. The same does not hold in the case of generalized 
automata as shown by the following example. 
Example 4.1. Consider the following GA: 
- 1 0 
ab2 
I 
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This automaton is deterministic in the “classical” sense: in fact, the labels of the edges 
beginning in any given state q are all different. Nevertheless, there exist two paths with 
label ab*a connecting state 1 to state 3. 
In order to capture the “global” properties of the classical notion of determinism, 
we need stronger conditions on the set of edges incident to any given state. We first 
give a definition. 
Definition 4.1. Let d = (Z, Q, Z, F, E) be a generalized automaton and let q E Q be a 
state of &‘. The set of words of q is W(q) = {w E C+ 1 (q, w, r) E E}. 
That is, set W(q) contains the labels of all edges beginning in q. 
Definition 4.2. Let d = (C, Q, Z, F, E) be a generalized automaton. We say that d is 
deterministic if I = {i} and for any state q E Q, the set W(q) is a prefix set, 
Notice that the condition that W(q) is a prefix set which, effectively guarantees that 
for any state q and for any word w there is at most one path beginning in q with label 
w. Moreover, conventional deterministic automata satisfy the above definition because 
the W(q)‘s are subsets of the alphabet that is a prefix set. 
In this paper we focus on the problem of minimizing (as reducing the number of 
states) a given DGA. We will define two operations that transform a DGA into a 
smaller equivalent one. The first operation contracts indistinguishable states similarly 
to the minimization operation for conventional deterministic automata. The second op- 
eration exploits the definition of generalized automaton that allows labels of any length: 
the number of states can be reduced by shrinking long paths in a unique edge with 
a “long” label. These two operations will be called Y-reduction and Y-reduction, 
respectively. 
4.1. Y-reductions 
Given a DGA d = (Z, Q, i, F, E), for any q E Q, we denote by Lq~ the set of words 
corresponding to paths from state q to a final state. We give the following definition. 
Definition 4.3. Let ~2 = (C, Q, i,F, E) be a DGA. Two states p,q E Q are indistin- 
guishable (write p N q) if LP~ = Lq,v. 
Notice that the above definition of indistinguishability among states is an extension 
to generalized automata of the corresponding definition for conventional automata 
(cf. Section 2.2 or [9]). 
The indistinguishability - is an equivalence relation over the set of states Q. There- 
fore, we can define an operation, that we call X-reduction, that, given a DGA d, 
defines a new DGA d’ = Y(&‘) by contracting all the states belonging to the same 
equivalence class in one state. Then, the set of states of the X-reduced DGA ~2’ is 
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the quotient of Q by N. The edges of .zz?’ are defined as follows. If [q] denotes the 
equivalence class of state q, W([q]) is defined as the maximal prefix set of the shortest 
words in UPN4 W(p). Observe that, for any w E W([q]) there exists at least a state 
p - q such that w E W(p). Then, for any (p, w, p’) in & there is a path [[q], w, [p’]] 
in &‘. 
We now give a formal definition for the Y-reduction. 
Definition 4.4. Given a DGA d = (Z,Q, i,F, E), the corresponding Y-reduced auto- 
maton 4(6) = &’ = (C, Q’, i’, F’, E’) is defined as follows: 
- ?1_=[rYk= (4’ Id = hl = Upwq{Pl ); 
. 3 
- F’ = {[fllf E F); 
_ W([q]) is the maximal prefix subset of UpNg W(p) such that if WI, w;! f UpNq W(p), 
W2 = WI0 * W2 @ Wql); 
- E’= {([~l,w[ql)Iw E WUPI) and 3~’ N p,q’N q:(p’,wd) E E}. 
We now prove that the DGA &” as in the definition above, is equivalent to ~2’. 
Lemma 4.1. Let &’ = (C,Q, i,F,E) be a DGA and let d’ = 9(d). Then d’ is u 
DGA equivalent to &. 
Proof. Let &’ = (C, Q’, i’, F’, E’) as in the Definition 4.4. The fact that d’ is a DGA 
holds by construction since it has a unique initial state and for any state q’ E Q’ the 
set W(q’) is a prefix set. 
We now prove that &’ and d’ recognize the same language. Let us first show that 
-rP(&‘) C 9(d). Let w t Z(J32’): there exists a final state f such that [[i], w, [f]] is 
an accepting path in d’. Then, in & there exist two states p,q indistinguishable from 
i and f, respectively, such that [p, w, q] is a path in JJ, Since q - f, then q E F and 
W E LpJ = LiJ = 2!(&!). 
Similar arguments can be used to prove the reverse inclusion T(4) C. Y(&‘). 0 
Notice that Y(d) does not contain any pair of indistinguishable states. We give the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.5. A generalized automaton is Y-irreducible if it has no indistinguishable 
states. 
4.2. Y-reductions 
We now define another transformation, that we call Y-reduction, to reduce the num- 
ber of states of a generalized automaton. Let d be a DGA and q be a state of &: 
the Y-reduced automaton Y(&,q) is obtained from & by suppressing the state q and 
redefining all the edges that were incident in q. More precisely, we suppress state q 
together with all its incident edges and, for any pair of edges (7, U, q) and (q, u, s) that 
were in d, we define a new edge (r, uv, s). 
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Given two states r,s of ~2, we denote by L, the set of words corresponding to the 
labels of all paths from Y to s in &. The Y-reduction suppresses states in ~2 preserving 
sets L, for any pair of states 7,s not suppressed. Observe that, in order to preserve 
sets L, without compromising the finiteness of automaton Y(-Pe,q), state q must not 
have self-loops. Moreover, since our final goal is to minimize a DGA, we are actually 
interested in transformations that reduce a DGA preserving the recognized language 
(i.e. preserving all sets L;f where f E F): therefore, we do not apply Y-reduction 
both to i and to any final state. We give the following definition. 
Definition 4.6. Let d = (C, Q, i, F, E) be a DGA. A state q E Q is a superfluous state 
for JZ! if q is neither an initial nor a final state and it has no self-loops. 
The set of all superfluous states for &! will be denoted by Superf(Q). We now formally 
define the Y-reductions. 
Definition 4.7. Let d = (C, Q, i, F, E) be a DGA and q E Q be a superfluous state. 
Then Y( d, q) = (C, Q4, i, F, E4) is a (generalized) automaton where Qq = Q - {q} 
and (r,u,s) E E4 if either (Y, U,S) E E or there exist (Y., ul,q),(q, 242,s) E E such that 
U]U2 = U. 
For each r E Q4, the set W,(Y) of words associated to r in the transformed automaton 
can be calculated starting from the sets W(r) and W(q) as follows. We split the set 
W(r) in two disjoint subsets W(r) = X(r,q) U x(r,q) such that X(r,q) contains the 
words that are labels of edges ending in state q and X(r,q) is its complement in W(r). 
Then, we have: IVJr) = X(r,q) . W(q) UX(r,q). 






- r :0 
Lemma 4.2. Let & be a DGA and let q be a superfluous stute for &. The trans- 
formed automaton Y(&,q) is a DGA equivalent to d. 
Proof. Let -c4, = Y(&,q) = (C, Q+ i,F,E,) be as in the Definition 4.7. First, we 
prove that Y(_Ql,q) is a DGA by showing that the set W,(r) is a prefix set for any 
r E Qq. If, in the original automaton d, the state r has not outgoing edges entering q 
then the set X(r,q) = 8. Therefore, W,(r) = X(r,q) = W(r) is a prefix set since J&’ 
is a DGA. Otherwise, W4(r) = X(r,q) . W(q) UX(r,q), and, since (X(r, q),X(r,q)) is 
a partition of a prefix set and W(q) is prefix then W4(r) is prefix (see [2, Proposition 
4.11). 
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It remains to prove that SZZ and d, recognize the same language. Notice that, by 
construction, each edge (r, U,S) in -c4, corresponds in d either to the same edge or to 
the path {(r, ul,q), (q, 24,s) } where ~1~2 = U. Then, it is easy to verify that, for any 
word v E C*, v is the label of an accepting path in d, if and only if v is label of an 
accepting path in ~2. 0 
We give the following definition. 
Definition 4.8. A generalized automaton is Y-irreducible if it has not superfluous 
states. 
5. Irreducible DGA 
In the previous section we have defined two ways of reducing the number of states 
of a given generalized automaton to get an equivalent smaller one: contracting indis- 
tinguishable states (Y-reductions) or suppressing superfluous states (Y-reductions). 
We give the following definition. 
Definition 5.1. A DGA is irreducible if it is both Y-irreducible and Y-irreducible. 
We now consider the problem of calculating irreducible DGA that are equivalent to a 
given DGA. First, observe that, if we apply Y-reductions to an Y-irreducible DGA, this 
remains 9-irreducible: this is because Y-reductions preserve, in particular, all sets L,J 
where f is a final state. Then, a procedure that makes a given DGA first Y-irreducible 
and then Y-irreducible leads surely to an irreducible automaton. The converse holds 
too, that is X-reductions preserve Y-irreducibility of a DGA, since they transform 
initial (final) state into initial (final) state and states with no self-loops into states with 
no self-loops again. Therefore, in the rest of the section, we concentrate our attention 
to find conditions to apply 9’-reduction to a given DGA in order to “suppress” as 
many as possible superfluous states to make it Y-irreducible. 
Notice that, if p and q are both superfluous states of a given DGA &, then p is not 
necessarily still a superfluous state for the transformed automaton Y(d,q). In general, 
the set of superfluous states of a DGA changes when it is reduced by transformation 
9. We now establish conditions under which two superfluous states p and q can be 
both suppressed. 
Lemma 5.1. Let d = (C,Q,i,F,E) b e a DGA and p,q be two superfluous states 
for JZZ such that there is no cycle of length two between p and q. Then p and q 
are superjuous states for Y(&, q) and 9(&, p) respectively, and 9’(9’(&, q), p) = 
Y(Y(dr$, P)> q). 
Proof. Let &‘, = Y(&,q) = (Q4,i,F,E,), SCI’~ = ~‘(Jx!, p) = (Qp,i,F,E,). We first 
prove that p is a superfluous state for ~2,. Obviously, p is not either an initial or a 
final state of s?,; we have to show that p has no self-loops in d,. By contradiction: 
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if edge (p, u, p) E E4 then, by construction, there exist edges (p, ~1, q), (q, uz, p) E E 
with u = ~1~2. But these edges constitute a cycle of length two that contradict the 
hypothesis. The same argument proves that q is a superfluous state for d,. Therefore, 
Y(d,, p) and Y(d,,q) are defined. We denote them with ,aZ, = (Q,p,i,F,E,,), 
s$pq = (Q+ i, F, Ep4), respectively. 
We now prove that d, = dPq. By definition QqP = Q - {q, p} = Qpy, then we 
only have to show that Eqp = py E . From the hypothesis we can assume, without loss 
of generality, that there are no edges from p to q. We show that Eqp C Ep4. If edge 
(r, u, s) E Eqp then there exists a path [Y, u, s] in s4. There are four cases: 
(i) (r,u,s) E E; 
(ii) (~,~I,P),(P,u~,s) E E and ~1~2 = u; 
(iii) (r,ul,q),(q,u2,s) E E and ~1212 = u; 
(iv) (r,wl,q),(q,W2,P),(P,Wg,S) E E and ‘+‘1++‘2”“3 = u. 
If one of the first three cases occurs, then it is easy to see that (Y, u,s) E E,,. 
If (iv) holds then (r,wl,q), (q,wzw3,s) E E, and this implies, by definition, that 
(r,?w2w3,s) = (Y,u,S) E E,,. In a similar way, we prove the converse inclusion 
EP4C.&. 0 
Lemma 5.1 allows us to adopt the notation 
Y(Y(d> 4)> P) = Y(Y”(d> P), 4) = Y”(d> 1 P, 41). 
We now want to investigate the conditions under which this notation can be extended 
to any set S = (~1,s~ ,..., sh} C Q. 
We indicate by dj the DGA obtained from & by suppressing in order states 
SI,S~,. . . ,si for i = 1,. . ., h. Notice that the transformation 
.Y((. . . my(~>sl ),s2). . .),Sh) (1) 
can be realized only if, for any i = 1,. . . , h - 1, state s;+i is a superlhtous state for 
di. We use the notation Y(JzZ, {si,. . . , Sh}) = Y(d,s) to refer to expression (I). 
We recall that Superf(Q) denotes the set of all superfluous states of d. The fol- 
lowing lemma characterizes those sets S C Q for which 9’(&,S) can be calculated. 
Lemma 5.2. Let ~2 = (C,Q,i,F,E) be a DGA and S 2 Q. Then Y(d,S) can be 
calculated if and only if S C Superf(Q) and it induces an acyclic subgraph in d. 
Proof. First, observe that, given automata & and Y(sk’,q), there is a cycle containing 
two states Y,S # q in d if and only if there is a cycle containing r and s in Y(d, q). 
Then we prove by induction on the cardinality of S, that if S & Superf(Q) and it 
induces an acyclic subgraph in &! then Y(&‘,S) is defined. As base of the induction, 
we take the case when ISI = 2 that is true by Lemma 5.1. Assume that the statement is 
true for ISI bh - 1: we show that this implies the case IS] = h. Let S = {si,s~, . . . ,sh}: 
since S C Superf(Q) then Y(&,si) is defined. As consequence of the observation at 
the beginning of the proof, the set (~2,. . . , sh} still induces an acyclic subgraph in 
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Y(&,st ). Then by inductive hypothesis, we have that Y(Y(d,st ), (32,. . . ,sh}) is 
defined. 
Conversely, we suppose that Y(&,S) is defined and prove that S induces an acyclic 
subgraph in &. Consider the case ISI = 2, say S = {p, 4). Suppose, by contradiction, 
that there exists a cycle between p and q in ~2: then there is a self-loop in q (resp. in 
p) in Y(&‘, p) (resp. Y(&‘,q)). Therefore, the automaton Y(&,S) cannot be defined. 
Using this case and applying techniques similar to the ones in the first part, the proof 
can be completed by induction. q 
Lemma 5.1 guarantees that the computation of DGA Y’(_@‘, S) is independent of the 
order in which the states si’s are suppressed from d and justifies the notation 9( -cB, S) 
to refer to expression (1). 
Remark 5.1. It is easy to verify that the fact that set S induces an acyclic subgraph 
in ~4 has the consequence that the length of labels in 9’(&,S) can increase at most 
of ISI. 
We recall that a DGA d = (C, Q, i, F, E) is Y-irreducible if the set of its superfluous 
states Superf(Q) = 0. We refer to the subgraph induced by Superf(Q) as ZZZ.S~~,,..~Q,. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2, we get the following theorem that gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the set S in order Y(d,S) to be irreducible. 
Theorem 5.1. Let d = (C,Q,i,F,E) be u DGA and SC Superf(Q). The DGA 
Y(.s&‘,S) is Y-irreducible if and only if S induces a maximal acyclic subgraph in 
=!+u~rf(Q). 
Remark 5.2. Given a graph G with set of vertices V, we can find different subsets 
of V that induce a maximal acyclic subgraph in G. In particular, we can find some 
of such different subsets that have also different size. Then, if we want to find the 
“minimal” Y-reduced automaton, when applying Theorem 5.1, we have to choose set 
S as a maximum size set among all possible sets that induce an acyclic subgraph in 
-“e,,,4(Q,. 
We conclude this section by remarking that, given an automaton d, the problem of 
finding a maximum set of states S as required by Theorem 5.1 is NP-complete. In fact, 
it is strictly related to the following NP-complete problem (see [ 121): “Given a direct 
graph, find the minimum number of states to be deleted so that resulting subgraph is 
acyclic”. 
6. Minimal DGA 
In this section we consider the minimization problem: given a DGA &, find a 
minimal DGA equivalent to &‘. Since a minimal DGA must be irreducible, we surely 
should apply to & both Y-reductions and Y-reductions. 
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We first remark that irreducibility does not necessarily imply minimality. And this is 
true even if, when applying Y-reductions, we choose a set with the maximum number 
of states among all sets of superfluous states that induce a maximal acyclic subgraph 
in .d (see Remark 5.2). The reason for this derives from the fact that the procedure 
consisting of taking the DGA and applying an Y-reduction followed by an 9-reduction 
is not equivalent to the procedure that inverts these two operations. This is evident from 
the following example. 
Example 6.1. Consider the DGA LZI over the alphabet C = {a,b} given below. 
a 
We make d first Y-irreducible and then $-irreducible. Observe that the subset S = 
{3,5} induces in d a maximal acyclic subgraph so that ~~21 = Y(d, S) is an Y- 
irreducible DGA. &I is represented below. 
ab 
Since in dl there are no indistinguishable states we conclude that 4(&l ) = dl is 
both an Y-irreducible and an Y-irreducible DGA equivalent to &. 
Now, we invert the procedure and we make LZI first X-irreducible and then Y- 
irreducible. Observe, that, in d, states 3 and 5 are indistinguishable: thus we can 
contract them in a unique state, that we call again 3. We obtain the Y-irreducible 
automaton ~~22 = ,a(&‘) given below on the left. Then the set of states S’ = {2,4} 
induces a maximal acyclic graph in ZZIZ so that L$ = 9(-022, S’) is an Y-irreducible 
DGA. JZZ’~ is represented by the graph given below on the right. 
a’, ab2 P 
a*, b2a 
ab. ba. b’ 
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Notice that the two resulting DGA, &r and &k, are both Y- and 9-irreducible but 
they have a different number of states. 
We now state the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Let L be a regular language and let JV be a minimal DGA recognizing 
L. If ~2 is the equivalent minimal conventional deterministic automaton then there 
exists a set S of states of JY such that N = Y(d,S). 
Proof. Let JV = (Q.+ ., i.A,., F. +‘, E, I ‘) and JZ = (Q. I, i,,g, F./t, E, K). The proof consists 
in defining a mapping cp : Q, 1 + Q.k such that all the states in Qd that have no 
counterimage by cp in Q-V- are superfluous states for A. More precisely, the proof is 
given in three steps: 
( 1) Define mapping cp : Q +’ + Q.K and show that it is a well-defined function. 
(2) Define set 5’ c QM by means of mapping cp and show that it satisfy conditions of 
Lemma 5.2. 
(3) Prove that the two automata ,V and Y(JzY,S) coincide. 
To accomplish step (1) we define mapping 9 as follows: &i.,v) = i,g and &q_,,-) = 
q.,g if and only if there exists a word w E Lj, 4, r7 L, KqK where q.,,.- E Q.tf. and 
4.u E Q.H. 
We now show that cp is a well-defined function over Q.,,‘. Since automata ,t’ and 
&Z are equivalent then, given 4.1 E Q.,v there exists qex E Q..g such that (p(q.,+.) = q.dt. 
Such state q.r is unique. In fact, suppose that there exists also p.,t( E Q.x such that 
q(q,+‘) = p.tf: then, by the definition of cp, there exist two words u,v such that paths 
[i. $ , u,q,,b-] and [i.,l-, v,q,,~] are in .,lr and paths [i.N,u,q~l-] and [i.,N, v, p..~] are in &. 
But the equivalence of JV and J%’ implies that q.~dt and p.et are indistinguishable and 
this contradicts the hypothesis that 4! is minimal. 
We now turn to step (2) and define set S = Q J - (p@(r). Notice that S contains 
all states of ~8%’ that do not correspond to any state of JV. We now prove that JY’ = 
Y(&,S) is defined, that is S satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.2, and that J” = JV. 
Let us first observe that F,f( 2 (p(Q.)+ .): therefore, the set S does not contain both the 
initial state i,u and the set of final states of -4. We now show that S induces an 
acyclic subgraph in _4!. 
Suppose that in 4! there is a cycle [s, u,s] whose states are all in S. Let U, w be 
two words such that the paths [i.,tt, v,s], [s, w, f .x] are in k’ where f .x E F.,{I. The 
words vunw E L for all integers n 2 0: therefore, in JV for any n there exists a path 
[i-q-, vu”w, f,,+-1, where f ,.+ E F, 1’. Since Q,,ff is a finite set, there exist infinite values 
of n for which path [i.,+., uv”w, f .,v.] in Jr contains a cycle and it can be split as paths 
[i,+-,x, r], [r, y, r], [r, y, r], . . . , [Y, y, t-1, [Y,z, f .,(-I that is UU~W = xykz for a suitable value 
of k. 
Therefore, we can choose k, h in a way that k ah, lxyhl 3 Iv1 andlyk-hz( >/WI while 
xykz = VU~W. We observe that ]xyh] < Ivu”] otherwise ]xykzl = j~y~l+]y~-~zl > Ivu”w], 
contradicting the hypothesis. Since the word xyh is a prefix of vu”w (that belongs to 
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L) then there exists a state S’ in J%! such that the path [id,~yk,.r’] is in J&!. From the 
definition of cp we have: s’ = q(r) i.e. S’ E (p(Q~r) (and therefore s’ does not belong 
to S). Moreover, notice that since Iv1 < lxyk I< [vu” 1, then the state S’ is a state in the 
cycle [s, u, S] in J%‘. But this implies that S’ E S contradicts what we stated before. 
It remains to prove step (3) that is to show that N = A’. We already know that ,1’ 
and A’ are equivalent, i,k/ = i,k = (~(i,,+r) and that map cp is defined onto the set of 
states Q.&j of Jz” that is QA~ = QA -S = cp(Q~v). Mapping cp is actually a bijection 
from Q.f- in Q.,P. In fact, if there exist two states p,q E Q.-(/. such that q(p) = (p(q) 
then ~QJP I < IQ. 4-1 and this contradicts the hypothesis of .N minima1 DGA. 0 
Using Theorem 6.1 together with Remark 5.2, we get a procedure to compute the 
size n of a minima1 DGA JV recognizing a given language L. This is described by the 
following algorithm. 
Algorithm. 
(1) Calculate the minima1 conventional deterministic automaton J?’ for L. 
(2) Calculate a maxima1 set of states S that induces a maxima1 acyclic subgraph in 
A. 
(3) Then, n = lQ.~l - ISI. 
This algorithm solves, in the deterministic setting, the corresponding problem studied 
by Hashiguchi in [8]. In fact, let m be the number of states of the minima1 automaton 
J? and let Jf be the minimal DGA calculated by the above algorithm. Then, the 
maxima1 length of the labels in the edges of JV (called D(N) in [S]) is at most equal 
to the number of states suppressed in & plus 1 (see Remark 5.1) that is D(N) <m. 
Different from the case of conventional deterministic automata, the following theorem 
holds. 
Theorem 6.2. Given a language L, there is not a unique minimal DGA that recog- 
nizes L. 
Proof. The proof is given by the following example. Consider the minima1 determin- 
istic automaton LX! represented below. 
In ~2 there are two maxima1 sets of superfluous states, Si = { 2,3,4 } and & = 
{ 2,4,5 }, By suppressing Si in d we obtain the minima1 equivalent DGA given below 
on the left. In the same way, by suppressing Sz in & we obtain another minimal 
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equivalent DGA that is given below on the right. 
--I 0 
ba2, aba a’b, aba cl 
As an immediate consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 6.1, we obtain a procedure to 
calculate a minimal DGA equivalent to a given deterministic automaton d. Take the 
minimal (conventional) deterministic automaton J&’ equivalent to d and compute a 
maximal set among all superfluous sets that induce maximal acyclic subgraphs in 
J&‘~~~~~(Q,~). Then, a minimal DGA equivalent to S? can be computed by applying 
an Y-reduction to J& with respect to such sets. One can verify that if J$! contains a 
state q with a self-loop, and q is not initial or final state then there exist an infinite 
number of minimal DGA equivalent to d ([6]). 
We finish the section by remarking that the inverse of the Y-reduction (that is 
breaking edges with “long” labels and create a sequence of edges with “shorter” labels) 
is easy to define. Given the edge (p, wiw2 . . . w,, q) we can insert states ~1, r-2,. . . , r,_l 
and edges (P, ~1, rl), G-1, ~2, r2 h . . . , (rn_ 1, w,, q). Therefore, to minimize a given DGA 
LX?, we apply this inverse operation to d until we obtain a conventional deterministic 
automaton ~2’; then we minimize d’. Finally, we apply Theorem 6.1. 
7. Final discussions and open problems 
In this paper we have defined the model of deterministic generalized automaton and 
studied the problem of its minimization (with respect to the number of states). In par- 
ticular, we have given a procedure that effectively constructs a minimal DGA starting 
from the minimal equivalent (conventional) deterministic automaton. This gives a solu- 
tion, in the deterministic setting, for the corresponding problem studied by Hashiguchi 
in [8]. 
The size of a minimal representation of a language in a given model is related to the 
comparisons of different models according to their intrinsic succinctness. The primary 
terms of comparisons are always the deterministic and the non-deterministic versions. 
In the case of conventional automata, it is well known that there is an exponential 
gap in the complexity of representation between the non-deterministic and determinis- 
tic versions. In fact, consider the languages L, = (a + b)*a(a + b)“-‘, for any integer 
n: the minimal deterministic automaton for L, has exactly 2” states while the corre- 
sponding non-deterministic one has n + 1 states. We notice that such discrepancy in 
succinctness between non-deterministic and deterministic versions still holds inside the 
model of GA. In fact, the minimal (conventional) deterministic automaton for L, has 
exactly 2”-’ final states (therefore not superfluous) that will be necessarily also in any 
minimal DGA. On the other hand, the minimal (non-deterministic) GA has only two 
states for any n. This example suggests that, if the minimal conventional deterministic 
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automaton has “too many” final states, then the corresponding GA cannot be reduced 
too much. 
Consider now a slight modification of the language L, above in order to get a 
“similar” language with only one final state. Let Li = (a + b)*a(a + b)“-‘c: the 
minimal (conventional) non-deterministic automaton for LA has n + 2 states while the 
corresponding deterministic one has 2” + 1 states among which there is only one final 
state. Then, this time, when we define the minimal DGA we can suppress many more 
states and in fact, the minimal DGA for LA has n + 2 states! 
A further direction for this work is then to investigate about the succinctness in the 
case of automata with only one final state. This is related with the decomposition of a 
regular language in unitary components [4]. 
As a final observation, notice that the Y-reductions can be defined as well for 
non-deterministic GA. They still give equivalent GA but, in general, we do not know 
whether there exists a procedure that compute a minimal non-deterministic (generalized) 
automaton. 
We conclude the paper by mentioning another measure of “descriptional complexity” 
of a minimal DGA with respect to the equivalent minimal DFA: the sum of the length 
of all labels of the edges that we call label-size of the automaton. 
In fact, while the label-size of a conventional automaton is linearly related to the 
number of states, in the case of generalized automata, it is probability the most effective 
measure of the size. 
Let d = {C, Q, Z, F, E} be a minimal conventional automaton and let us denote by 
e(d) the label-size of ~2, s = C, n = IQ], m = IEl. Suppose that, in order to get an 
equivalent minimal DGA &‘,v, we have to suppress N states. By construction, ,lal,v is a 
deterministic generalized automaton with n - N states on an alphabet with s symbols, 
having labels of length at most N + 1 (see Remark 5.1); then for any state in &,v 
there is at most one edge for any word in C N+‘. If M is the number of edges in l?e,v, 
it holds: 
M <(n - N)sN+’ 
and then 
f(d~)<(N + l)(n - N)sN+‘. 
It is not difficult to find automata for which such bounds are reached. For example, 
consider the minimal automaton recognizing the language of all words over C whose 
length is a multiple of three. If C has two letters, then the label-size of such automaton 
is equal to 6 while the label-size of the corresponding minimal DGA is equal to 
24. 
Let us denote total-size of an automaton as the sum of number of states, edges and 
label length. It would be interesting to characterize languages (automata) for which 
minimal DGA are more concise with respect to the total-size than the equivalent min- 
imal conventional automata or to find a procedure to minimize a DGA with respect to 
this total-size. 
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